
by Cyrus McNally, writing for Cointelegraph

The Bitcoin network mempool shrank to its smallest size since mid-October

this week after the network’s hash power soared. The clear mempool meant

that that thousands of stuck transactions pending confirmation were included

in recent blocks, leaving very few unconfirmed transactions still outstanding.

BITCOIN FEES PLUMMET AS MEMPOOL
CLEARS TO ZERO

by Shaurya Malwa, writing for Crypto Slate

The decentralized world computer was hit by the reality of having a single

point of failure earlier this week after an Ethereum client failed to update its

software version. Infura, an Ethereum service provider run and maintained by

ConsenSys, suffered a service outage this morning causing other services and

companies to be temporarily blocked from seeing the network’s data.

ETHEREUM ACCIDENTALLY “HARD FORKS”
AFTER INFURA OUTAGE
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Bitcoin’s hashrate bounced 30% Wednesday from quarterly lows on Nov. 2 as

miners brought ASIC machines back online after relocating them out of China’s

Sichuan province as the wet season ended in late October. Miners return to Inner

Mongolia, Xinjiang, Tibet and other regions to tap into “fossil fuel, wind, or

geothermal” power sources in those regions

BITCOIN HASHRATE REBOUNDS AS ASIAN
MINERS BRING MACHINES BACK ONLINE

by Husayn Hashim, writing

for Cointelegraph

Japanese firm Layer X has

announced the

development of an

electronic voting system

based on a blockchain

protocol as part of a wider

“smart city” initiative

being pursued by Tsukuba

City. Through its new

system, Layer X seeks to

push for a shift towards

electronic voting in local

governments.

JAPANESE FIRM
LAYER X LABS
DEVELOPS
BLOCKCHAIN-
BASED E-VOTING
PROTOCOL

by Zack Voell, writing for Coindesk

https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-fees-plummet-as-mempool-clears-to-zero
https://cryptoslate.com/ethereum-accidentally-hard-forks-after-infura-outrage/
https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-hashrate-rebounds-november-asia-miners
https://cointelegraph.com/news/japanese-firm-layer-x-labs-develops-blockchain-based-e-voting-protocol


Bitcoin mining tends to be popular among PC gaming enthusiasts. This is because

BTC mining and gaming can involve technical components. Many gamers enjoy

building computers that can maximize their gaming experience. On the flip side,

many digital asset enthusiasts build their own mining rigs to earn Bitcoin rewards.

In a push to serve this market, a company has announced a computer that can be

leveraged for both PC gaming and Bitcoin mining.

BITCOIN MINING & PC GAMING FROM ONE
COMPUTER
by Guest, writing for Visionary Finance

by Alex Dovbnya, writing for UToday

South Korean electronics giant has renewed its partnership with cryptocurrency-

focused shopping app Lolli that was initially announced back in February 2019.

From now on, Lolli users can purchase various Samsung products (TV, washers,

mobile phones) and earn up to 4.5 percent back in Bitcoin rewards.

SAMSUNG NOW ALLOWS YOU TO EARN
BITCOIN REWARDS

by Marie Huillet, writing for Cointelegraph

China Construction Bank has partnered with a Hong Kong-based fintech to

issue the first-ever blockchain-based digital security issued by a Chinese

financial institution. The megabank’s plan with the new blockchain-based

debt issuance is to raise up to $3 billion in total, starting with a tranche of $58

million, from individuals and institutions.

ONE OF THE WORLD’S TOP BANKS ISSUES
BONDS THAT CAN BE BOUGHT WITH BITCOIN

by Jeffrey Gogo, writing for Bitcoin.com

Kucoin chief executive officer Johnny Lyu revealed Wednesday that the

exchange recovered 84%, or $235 million, of the $280 million stolen in one of

crypto industry’s biggest hacks in September.

KUCOIN RECOVERS 84% OF FUNDS STOLEN
IN $280 MILLION HACK

by Sebastian Sinclair,

writing for Coindesk

Payments provider BitPay

has launched a new service

enabling businesses to pay

employees, contractors,

customers and vendors en-

masse with cryptocurrency.

PAYMENTS
PROVIDER BITPAY
ROLLS OUT
CRYPTOCURRENCY
PAYROLL SERVICE

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

In this week's episode of

Why Bitcoin Now, Dan

Tapiero and Cathie Wood

discuss the long election

week in the U.S. and how

they believe Bitcoin will

behave in a post-election

world. Listen to the

episode here.
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